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A STUDY OF

NORTHWEST COAST MYTHOLOGY 
IN THE LIGHT OF THE WRITINGS

Norman Newton *

the Age of Myth

Many of the most interesting and significant British Columbian 
legends are set in the age between the creation and the flood, that 
epoch in which an occult relationship existed between the human 
and non-human worlds. We might, to distinguish this period from 
that which followed it, call it “the age of myth.” During this epoch, 
“spirits, men and animals lived together like brothers.” This har
mony was the universal norm, the cosmic standard; hence it is that 
stories set in this age provide the basic plots and situations of so 
many British Columbian legends, even some of those purporting 
to be entirely historical in our sense of the word. For this mythical 
past was also a kind of hidden and eternal present, and the old 
occult relationships might well erupt at any time through the brittle 
and flimsy surface of everyday appearances.

In this article we will concern ourselves mainly with Tsimshian 
myths and beliefs.

The pre-Christian mythology of the Tsimshian reveals a state 
halfway between animism and polytheism, neither of which exclude 
the inner monotheism which seems to have been particularly strong 
among the chiefs and nobles. The figures of the Myth Age may be 
divided into three categories—spirits of god-like character, heroes 
or demigods, and animal spirits or nekh-nokh (the Tsimshian 
word), possessing the qualities of distinct animal species in human 
form. The godlike spirit grants secrets or prerogatives, and often 
appears as a deus ex machina. The hero is usually the protagonist 
of the myth, and the nekh-nokh are the beings from whom he wrests 
secrets or prerogatives, or who, more rarely, grant them. Except 
in the Raven cycle, animal spirits are not usually protagonists in 
Tsimshian myth, but they appear much more frequently in this role 
in the mythologies of other Northwest Coast peoples.

Many of the main Myth Age characters seem to fall into one 
of the three categories which I have named, arbitrarily, Monster

* Second article in a series of three.
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Slayer or Strong Man, Wise Man, and Ascending or Self-Tran
scending Person.

Monster Slayer or Strong Man is typically a weak and lazy 
young man in appearance, despised by his peers as a ne’er-do-well. 
However, this seeming weakness is the natural result of his sub
mission to the supernatural: he is secretly gaining spiritual power, 
A monster—usually a sea-monster—appears to threaten the village. 
The warriors cannot kill it, and they are about to give up in de
spair. At this point the despised young man appears and offers to 
fight the monster. They deride him; but he insists on being al
lowed to prove himself. Finally, when all else has failed, they con
temptuously allow him to go to what they think will be his inevitable 
destruction. But, surprisingly, he defeats the monster. Often by 
defeating it he acquires its power, and becomes a kind of submarine 
demigod, king or “chief.” In the Tsimshian version of this myth, 
he becomes both a submarine and subterranean god, or “earth- 
supporter.” The Tsimshian hero of this category was called 
Aemelk. Other Northwest Coast figures which fall into the same 
category are Konakadet of the Tlingit, Kagwaii or Su’san of the 
Haida, and Yakdzi of the Kwakiutl.

Wise Man has a wife whom he dearly loves. She is stolen from 
him by the Killer-Whales, the Chief of the Killer-Whales or the 
Undersea Lord. He descends to their kingdom, rescues his wife, 
and returns to earth to become a highly respected man among his 
people. In one version he is beheaded, and his head becomes an 
oracle. In many versions he defeats or tricks the monsters of the 
undersea world by singing to them, or charming them in some 
other way. The resemblance of this myth to those of Orpheus and 
Perseus is obvious.

The name of the Tsimshian Orpheus was Gunarhnesemgyet, 
which means “Listen to What I Say.” Similar to Gunarhnesem
gyet are “Real Person” and Nahnahnesemgyet among the Haida, 
and Soogwilis among the Kwakiutl.

The heroes of the category Ascending or Self-Transcending 
Person usually ascend to heaven. Often they do so in search of a 
bride, and go through great hardship to win her from the tyranni
cal old Sky-Chief, obviously an aspect of the Drowsy God and a 
surrogate, or functional deputy, of the Divine seen as implacable 
law. These myths are full of images of light and color, as opposed 
to the dark coloring of those of the first category, and the mixed 
dark and light shades of those of the second.
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The Bella Coola Salmon Prince is one such figure. On his 
ascent to heaven he finds himself in a great house, the House of 
Myths. The House of Myths is, in Bella Coola mythology, a 
great house in the heavens, the home of the god Alkuntam. Here 
resided, at one time, the prototypes of all created things: everything 
in the universe except the sun was made here, under the direction 
of Alkuntam, and sent into the spatial world. For this reason it 
is called "Where Everything Was Begun,” "The Place Whence 
Came the Falling Down,” "The Place Where Mankind was Made,” 
and also, more mystically, "The Place of Meeting” or “The Coun
cil House.” While this is not stated in the versions of the myth 
we possess, it is quite possible that the House of Myths is in fact 
the physical sun, since everything was made there except the sun, 
since the Sun Spirit and Alkuntam are often identified with each 
other, and since Alkuntam is said to live in the sun. However, it 
would also seem that Alkuntam, when he is “in the sun,” may enter 
the House of Myths; thus it appears that the House of Myths may 
also be seen as a constellation which serves as a "resting place” of 
the sun, that is, a solstitial constellation, most usually a constella
tion of the summer solstice.

The chief of this house is the Sun Spirit (an aspect of Alkuntam, 
as we have seen, and often confused with him), and he puts Salmon 
Prince through a number of tests. However, the contest results 
in the final defeat of the Sun by the Salmon Prince. The Sun, 
accepting his defeat, sends the Prince back to earth with his 
daughter.

The Salmon Prince has all the characteristics of a solar hero. 
He may represent the Young Sun, the sun of the new year in 
combat with the Old Sun.

In the three types illustrated above, we have a figure for each 
great division of the natural world, and thus, by correspondence, 
of the spiritual world: the Sea and the Interior of the Earth 
(Strong Man), the Above World of the Earth (Wise Man), and 
the Heavens or the Sky (Self-Transcending Person). Each figure 
represents a peculiar kind of shamanistic experience.

The shamanistic pattern, on a comparatively low level, is per
fectly dear in Strong Man, who is characteristically lazy, dirty 
and timid (as shamans are said to be before their enlightenment), 
a prey to self-doubt, disturbed by spiritual influences which order 
him to do things seemingly outside his will, and addicted to solitary 
musings. His conquest of monsters is a typical shamanistic "har-
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rowing of hell”: shamans were expected to undertake journeys 
into the spiritual world, and to encounter supernatural monsters or 
spiritual beings which they overcame, appropriating their spiritual 
power and enslaving them for the good of the people.

Wise Man, like Strong Man, is a shaman. His descent to hell 
to recapture the soul of his wife is typical of the journeys shamans 
were expected to make to attempt to recapture the souls of the 
dying. But he is also a wise man, and a good chief. He does not 
stay in the subterranean or submarine world, as Monster Slayer 
does. Monster Slayer is a morally equivocal character, like those 
members of the lower order of shamans who were often necroman
cers and sorcerors, and used their knowledge to gain personal or 
material ends. Wise Man returns with his knowledge to use it for 
the good of the people.

Ascending or Self-Transcending Person represents that exalted 
kind of shaman who approaches the enlightenment of the true 
mystic. It is notable that he does not overpower or outwit mon
sters. Rather, a superior god puts him through a series of ap
parently arbitrary and cruel trials. Ascending Person transforms 
his own inner nature by a series of spiritual conquests which are in 
fact self-conquests, or conquests of temptations, and at the end he 
becomes, as it were, transfigured.

Thus it can be seen that these three personnages represent three 
levels of spiritual experience—Monster Slayer the equivocal semi- 
magical world of the ordinary shaman, Wise Man the world of the 
gifted, wise and kindly man with mystical insight and occult skills, 
and Self-Transcending Person the world of the mystical visionary 
who has risen above daily concerns. A close study of the imagery 
of the myths leads one to the inevitable conclusion that these fig
ures also represent sets of calendrical and astronomical phenomena, 
probably, with some form of the goddess-figure who appears in 
various guises in Northwest Coast mythology, the stages of the day 
and the year, and the four quarters. Such a discussion, however, is 
beyond the scope of this paper. At the same time it should be re
membered that this is the case. It cannot be too strongly empha
sized that most of the correspondences and significatives which 
seem to exist in Northwest Coast mythology should be referred 
rather to cosmology. This is not to deny (indeed, I affirm) that 
this cosmology has very ancient roots in the science of corre
spondences.

An indication as to the manner in which the spiritual beliefs
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of the Ancient Church turned into cosmological-magical ones may 
be found by a comparison of Northwest Coast beliefs with those 
outlined in the so-called pseudepigraphical Book of Enoch.1

The early church looked upon the Book of Enoch as holy. Jude
(14, 15) directly quotes it by name. More important is the fact 
that Our Lord quoted or paraphrased Enoch, which proves the 
holiness of this book.2 In the Last Judgment (Posthumous), 121

1For a brief discussion of the Book of Enoch, see that heading in the 
Encyclopedia Britannica. See also AC 518-522 and AE 670 and 728. It 
is important that New Church scholars make up their minds as to whether 
the Book of Enoch which Bruce discovered in Abyssinia in 1773 is truly the 
book referred to in the above numbers, or whether it contains some portions 
of it. (The latter is more likely, since the book contains sections of differ
ing age.) The fact that in Chapter LXXI the longest day is stated to last 
eighteen hours indicates to at least two editors of the text (R. H. Charles 
in the Oxford University Press edition of the Old Testament Apocrypha, 
p. 238; and Richard Laurence, Archbishop of Cashel, in his 1883 edition) 
that the book must have been written somewhere around the 49th parallel of 
latitude, yet internal evidence indicates the book was written in Northern 
Palestine, and we know the Most Ancient Church was in Canaan. It is 
interesting therefore that Chapter LXIV, verse 1, refers to the earth’s being 
“inclined” before the flood, and Chapter XVIII, v. 16, refers to stars “which 
transgressed the commandment of God before their time arrived; for they 
came not in their proper season.”

2 Here are a few parallel passages:
En. vi: 9: “The elect shall possess light, joy and peace, and they shall 

inherit the earth.”
Matt. 5: 5: “Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.”
En. xciii: 7: “Woe to you who are rich, for in your riches have you 

trusted....”
Luke 6: 24: “Woe unto you that are rich! for ye have received your 

consolation.”
En. cv: 26: “And I will place each of them on a throne of glory, of glory 

peculiarly his own.”
Matt. 19: 28: “Ye also shall sit upon twelve thrones, judging the twelve 

tribes of Israel.”
En. xxxviii: 2: “Where will the habitation of sinners be . . . who have 

rejected the Lord of spirits. It would have been better for them had they 
never been bom.”

Matt. 26: 24: “Woe unto that man through whom the Son of Man is be
trayed ! It would be good for that man if he had not been born.”

Paraphrases or quotations from Enoch are also found in the Book of 
Revelations, and, among the apostolic writings, in James, Romans, First 
Corinthians, Colossians, First and Second Thessalonians, First Timothy and 
Galatians.
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we read, “It was said that in a certain region of Africa there is 
from ancient times a book which they regard as holy. It is 
written by correspondences in a similar manner as the Word with 
us.” (See also SD 5809, (7) & (8), to the same effect.) Could this 
refer to Ethiopic Enoch? Most New Churchmen are familiar with 
the numbers referring to the Ancient Word as having been lost in 
Great Tartary: could Slavonic Enoch, written in a South Russian 
dialect and first published in 1880, be part of it ? We are obviously 
forbidden to regard Enoch as a forgery or a book of no importance, 
since Our Lord quoted it; indeed, this fact commands us to regard 
it as a most important book.

Now much of the book is devoted to cosmology, even to a simple 
form of astronomy. It is apparent that these sections were meant 
to be of use on the scientific level; they give star names (none of 
them corresponding to any name known to us), describe the phases 
of the moon and the movements of the sun from solstice to solstice, 
explain the use of intercalary days and so on. Yet it is apparent 
that this “book of the revolutions of the luminaries of heaven” 
(Chapters LXXI-LXXXI) has a spiritual and symbolic meaning 
as well. In other words, the cosmology is not an invented arid 
arbitrary system, serving as a mere cover for deeper meanings, but 
exists in perfect correspondence with them; there is no separation 
of scientific and spiritual truths here. It seems to be set forth in op
position to the newer system of the cities, an astronomy tending 
towards astrology and magic which is the invention of the giants 
and rebellious angels described in Chapters VII-VIII. It is hard 
to imagine so primitive a system, which bears no relationship to 
either Egyptian or Babylonian astronomy and takes no account of 
the “signs of the zodiac,” or of constellations known to us (cf. 
Job 38: 31, 32, where Orion, Arcturus and the Pleiades are men
tioned) as having been set down in the second and first centuries 
B.C., the commonly assumed date of the book’s composition or 
compilation.

If we wish to find an analogy to the cosmology set forth in The 
Book of Enoch we will not find it among other written texts of the 
Near East, but among “primitive” peoples such as the Northwest 
Coast Indians. The observational methods are almost exactly the 
same. Indeed, one may find parallels with certain ideas found 
on the Northwest Coast and nowhere else—the spirits of the can
nibalistic giant are identified with clouds (xv: 9; cf. also HH 549)
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which is a specifically Haida belief, and there is mention of a tree 
of living odors (XXIV: 9), an image which is found in Tsimshian 
myth.

Among the Indians, however, only the cosmology has survived. 
It is what might expect from our knowledge of the Writings. 
Exalted religious symbolism is eventually lost in polytheistic or 
animistic fantasy; spiritual wisdom dies or is perverted; but cos
mologies, being dead and hard like all scientifics, do not decay in 
the same way but survive like husks, bones or the shells of sea- 
creatures.

If the Book of Enoch, which we must accept as sacred at least in 
part, contains the compilation referred to in the Writings, then it 
is the key not only to the problems discussed in these papers but 
other problems of even greater significance.

We come now to the period just before the flood, and the story 
of the city, or town, of Temlaham. In essence it is the story of 
the development of civilization and the origin of arts.

I will recount the story as it was told me by Kenneth Harris, 
the present head of the Fireweed-Killer Whale clan among the 
Gitksan, a branch of the Tsimshian.

Four hunters, Mr. Harris told me, were out after beaver, but 
they were having no luck. It was suspected that the wife of one of 
them must be deceiving him, because the animals are very sensitive 
to adultery, and do not come to the trap of a cuckold. Finally the 
leader of the four fell through the top of a beaver dam into the 
house beneath, and could not be rescued. They were sure this was 
due to the performing of a forbidden act, so they returned secretly 
to the village. There they discovered his wife in the act of adultery 
with a man from the village across the river, the son of its chief. 
When the couple fell asleep they crept up beside them and cut off 
his head. They then hung it over the gable of the house. The peo
ple of the village across the river, when the prince was not to be 
discovered there next morning, grew suspicious. The chief sent 
a slave across the frozen river, to reconnoiter under the pretense 
of begging fire.

When the slave had confirmed the execution of the prince, the 
village across the river raided the village of the four brothers and 
destroyed it. The only people who escaped were a young girl of 
noble lineage, Skawah, and her mother. The mother went in search
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of a husband for Skawah, somebody who would be able to avenge 
the destruction of her people. All the animals of the forest 
presented themselves—in their human forms, because all animals 
can appear as human beings—but they were rejected. Finally a 
god identified as the rays of the sun (the moon-spirit or the son 
of the sun-god or sky-god in other traditions), descended and of
fered himself. After he had proved his power he was accepted, and 
taking the daughter under his arm, he carried her away to heaven. 
There she gave birth to four sons, who were trained in the arts 
of life.

When these demi-gods were set down upon the earth, they built 
the town of Temlaham according to divine specifications. The very 
house plans were divinely ordained. This was the first appearance 
on earth of the da’aq, the house of painted boards, with the floor 
excavated in two tiers and the exterior housepost in front. When 
the town of Temlaham was completed it was inhabited by the souls 
of the dead, restored to life by the creator. All this was before the 
great flood.

Mr. Harris continued:
God also warned his grandchildren of the flood, and instructed that they 

build their da’aq to a specific dimension, on which their descendants will 
survive the flood. The gilha'ast, or first totempole, a gift from their grand
father, was also to be the instrument of survival. The gilha'ast was a small 
spar-shaped pole. The instructions were that the pole be planted in front of 
Haklgout’s da’aq. [Haklgout was Mr. Harris’s titular ancestor.] This was 
done, and to everybody’s amazement, the gilha'ast grew until it pierced the 
sky. This is common knowledge to all the other clans and tribes.

When the flood did come, the people of Temlaham remembered the warn
ing and the instructions for survival. The gilha’ast was cut down into three 
sections. The da’aq, which was already built to specifications, was moored 
to the gilka’ast. Thus the people of Temlaham were divided into three 
groups.

The water that washed the face of the earth subsided, and the da'aq came 
to rest once again. One (group) came to rest near the site of Temlaham 
near Kispiox, one on the coast, and the third one was not accounted for.

Wherever the people of Temlaham settled they erected the gilha'ast in 
loving memory of their origin, and the assistance of God in their survival.

It may be seen from Mr. Harris’s account (part of a story of 
epic length) that Temlaham is a “holy city,” though in what must 
have been the earliest formulation of this idea, that of the “holy 
village.” It is a direct correspondent of the heavenly town of 
Lahah, the heaven to which Skawah was taken.
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Lahah is described as a town of great beauty and majesty, set 
in a land which is the heavenly counterpart of the land of Ksan. 
It is not unlike an idealized form of the villages of the earthly Ksan 
(the territory of the Gitksan), though it is ruled by the Sun and 
is inhabited by the bright and terrible spirits of earthly things. In 
it is the Well of Sickness and Death, in which the Sun’s fearsome 
slave fishes for the bodies of those who are about to die; he is 
Death, the Cannibal. There is also the Spring of Regeneration 
(the reader is cautioned not to understand “regeneration” in the 
sense of the Writings), which flows white as the sap of milkweed. 
It is in fact like the Bella Coola House of Myths, a great house 
which is also a country.

We note in the Temlaham myth the importance of the number 
four. For the founders of Temlaham are the four sons of Skawah 
by the Sun-god: Daran-wilget the bowman, representing the sun; 
Laylemkry, representing the rainbow, whose weapon is the sling; 
Amdeesems, who has a fist of stone, and represents the stars; and 
Ligi-yuwen, who represents the sky-vault, and whose weapon is 
the club. These four brothers remind one of the four brothers 
of Mexican myth—Tezcatlipoca, Quetzalcoatl (Ehecatl), Xipe 
(Camaxtli or Mixcoatl) and Huitzilopochtli. They belong to the 
same system, that of a cosmology whose reference points are the 
gods of the four cardinal directions, or in this case, the four orders 
of phenomena of the physical heavens. The four brothers of 
Incan mythology—Viracocha, Pachacamac, Pirrhua Manco, and 
a fourth, whose name is not known—and the four brothers of 
Quiche Mayan myth—Balam Quitze, Balam Acab, Mahucutah, 
and Iqui-Balam—are also related to this most ancient system, 
doubtless over many different lines of communication.

It is well known that four is a key mystical number in many 
Amerindian systems. It stands for the four quarters: the addi
tion of Above and Below makes a total of six mystical directions, 
and the middle point or the center makes a total of seven. If the 
reader will imagine these points as represented on some kind of 
armature he will see that they form a kind of skeletal image of the 
world-sphere. The system owes its distant origin to the doctrine 
of correspondences, but its immediate origin comes from the ideas 
of the circle of the horizon and the circle of the year, seen as co
inciding : the four quarters stand for the abstract points (and for the 
constellations) which mark the solstices and equinoxes.
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The Flood

The Great Flood was, for the Tsimshian as for many other 
peoples, as much an event in the social and religious history of 
mankind as it was a physical inundation. It was caused by sin 
and impiety and it involved a cataclysmic but mysterious change 
in the nature of man and society. The corrupt societies which had 
existed before the Great Flood were destroyed, and a few sur
vivors, purified by the anguish of the experience, reestablished 
culture in the new world which emerged from the receding waters.

It is not impossible that the flood myth, though its spiritual im- 
. plications are primary, also enshrines the memory of some physical 

disaster. Let us assume the period of the Most Ancient Church 
occurred within the so-called Advanced Paleolithic period, which 
has been dated, vaguely enough, between 35,000 and 10,000 B.C.3 
This is not implausible, if the “pre-Adamites” described in the 
Writings are Neanderthalers. The Mesolithic, with its decay from 
the high standard of mental culture found in the Paleolithic, would 
seem to correspond to the flood period. The rise of the Ancient 
Church must then have occurred with the development of village 
civilization in the Near East from about 8,000 B.C. on. Now it is 
known that the end of the Mesolithic period (using a Near Eastern 
chronology) did coincide with a noted warming of the earth and 
the flooding of extensive areas: Britain, for example, was cut off 
from the mainland and the Danish islands were formed.4 Thus it 
is quite possible that the flood story in the Word, though it is spe
cifically a “sacred myth” describing a spiritual event, is based or 
grounded on a widespread legendary motive of the time, a motive 
based on a dim memory of physical floodings, which would be 
recognized by readers of the Ancient Word concerned with its 
literal or natural sense. This flood would thus have provided a 
physical basis, a reference point for the symbolic account of the
fall of the Most Ancient Church.

In the time before the flood, says one Nishka version of the 
story, the world was full of spirits. Many of them were cruel and 
some benevolent. The spirits were the real masters of the world

3 Clark, Grahame, and Piggott, Stuart: Prehistoric Societies: in the series 
The History of Human Society, edited by J. H. Plumb, p. 64. (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1965.)

4 Ibid. p. 148.
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at this time: humans were insignificant beside them. The story 
first tells of the taming of an arrogant spirit—the spirit of a high 
bluff near the estuary of the Nass River who delighted in up
setting the canoes of Nishka travellers. He was tamed by the 
persuasive power of a gentle female spirit, who persuaded the other 
spirits to curb his power. This was done, but his evil power was 
only curbed, not eliminated.

But as the danger of travelling on the river lessened, so did the 
piety of the people. They grew indifferent to their ceremonial 
duties; they became cynical in their thought and wanton in their 
behavior. The sins of the parents were reflected in the young 
men and women, who stayed up most of the time, squandering their 
time in games, and in the children, who no longer played with 
decorum and ran about shouting and screaming.

So loud did their noise become that it reached the ears of the 
Chief of the Skies, the Drowsy God. He could not sleep in his 
heaven, because of the distant yelling and clamor of the children. 
Finally he rose up in his anger and cried out, “I will punish these 
children—thoughtless as they are ! and I will punish their parents, 
too, because they have let their children rouse me from my sleep!”

It seems, one might remark, a trivial enough reason to destroy 
the world. But the clamor of the children is a symbolic detail of 
great age; it represents emotional excess and the loss of all sense 
of decorum. The detail occurs in the ancient (beginning of the 
2nd millennium B.C.) Babylonian poem of Atrahasis, one of the 
texts relating to the flood.

The land became huge; men were multiplied there,/ They filled the coun
try like cattle;/ Enlil was disturbed by their coming together./ He heard 
the noise they made./ And he said to the great gods;/ “The noise of human
ity is become excessive,/ Their tumult makes sleep impossible . . .”

. . . and the flood was ordained. The same explanation for 
the flood is given in the Epic of Gilgamesh (also beginning of 2nd 
millennium B.C., perhaps earlier).

A parallel explanation for the flood is given in another Tsimshian 
story. Here the “over-reaching” quality of decadent Most Ancient 
Church culture, its attempt to usurp for itself the power of Heaven 
and the resultant catching up of mankind in a fatal net of magical 
aspirations is most beautifully symbolized.

One day the children of a certain village (we know from Gitksan 
sources that it was Temlaham) were playing in a clearing. One
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of them noticed a speck in the air. It seemed to be descending 
with a graceful spiralling motion. As it grew larger they saw 
that it was a beautiful feather; they had never seen one like it 
before. One of them, more acquisitive and greedy than the others, 
ran to it, and grabbed it before it had reached the earth.

But once he had grabbed it, he found he could not let it go. Ir
resistibly, the feather started to rise, and the child was slowly 
pulled off his feet. One of his playmates, seeing him rise strug
gling in the air, grabbed at his feet, and found that he too could 
not let go. One by one the children ran forward, clutching at 
their playmates, and one by one they were lifted up, until a human 
rope of children was swaying over the village, rising heavenward 
beneath the miraculous feather.

When the adults of the village saw what was happening, they 
ran out, and one of them gripped the feet of the last child, who was 
still close to the ground. But he too was pulled upward, and in 
this fashion all the people of the village, each of whom tried to 
save his predecessor, were pulled towards the sky. One of the 
men clutched at the top of a spruce tree, and this held the village 
down for a while, but slowly the spruce tree tore itself loose, roots 
and all. One of the villagers climbed down the spruce tree and 
tied its roots to the top of a hemlock, and this too held for a while, 
but only for a while. Then the hemlock was attached to a cedar, 
and the cedar was attached to a crab-apple tree, and the crab-apple 
tree began to tug at its roots.

As the crab-apple tree was tearing itself loose from the ground, 
a young girl, attracted by the noise, peered out from the booth 
where she had been undergoing the ordeal of isolation, an ordeal all 
girls must go through when they see their first menstrual blood. 
When she saw what was happening, she ran to the crab-apple tree, 
pulling out her knife. A girl in this state has certain special pow
ers, and she alone, it seems, knew what to do. She climbed the 
crab-apple tree, which was now almost free of the ground; she 
climbed the cedar, the hemlock and the spruce; and then she began 
to climb the rope of people. Finally she was clinging to the body of 
the topmost child, who was still helplessly clutching the miraculous 
feather. With a great sweep of her knife, she cut the feather in 
half.

The entire village dropped to the ground, and lay there in a heap.
The descending feather should be taken as a kind of “tempta

tion” from God (the sky-chief). It is an expression of anger at
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the villagers’ impiety. For it must be remembered that this story, 
which sounds so much like the fairy-tales of our childhood, is part 
of a great sacred epic. It seems to be a childish story, possessing 
a faint whimsical charm; but in fact the motive is the same as 
that of the Tower of Babel story, or, more appropriately, that of 
the Titans piling Pelion upon Ossa in order to conquer the gods. 
In fact, its true meaning is a frightening one: the ascent is a 
descent, the children are “falling upwards,” “drowning in Heaven.” 
It might well describe the internal suffocation which visited the last 
diabolical posterity of the Most Ancient Church. The cutting of 
the feather is, once again, the “separation of heaven and earth.”

It is likely that the four trees have symbolic significance, per
haps relating to the four quarters (the crab-apple tree is specifically 
related to the east in another Tsimshian story).

The frightened children now determined to behave correctly. 
But in a few days they were playing more noisily than before.

The Drowsy God, angered beyond endurance, said: “These peo
ple must be punished. They have no respect for me at all.”

And it began to rain. It rained for days on end, until the river 
began to rise in front of the village. Yet, though the chiefs of the 
Nishka knew that the Drowsy God was angry, they did nothing to 
propitiate him. The spirits knew he was angry at them, because 
of the Nishka they had threatened or destroyed; yet they could not 
change their ways. So the Nishka continued in riot, and the 
spirits in destruction.

Soon it was clear that the village would have to be abandoned. 
Some of the villagers moved into the hills. Others equipped their 
canoes for a long voyage, and took to living in them. Others made 
great cables of cedar bark, and fastened their canoes to boulders 
high in the mountains. As the waters continued to rise, the canoes 
were lifted up to the level of the highest peaks. The only persons 
who were saved were those who had fled to the mountain-tops, or 
had attached their canoes to boulders near the peaks. Some had 
made rafts, but these were wrecked, and the people huddling on 
them were drowned; many canoes were driven away by winds and 
never seen again.

Finally only a few peaks—small barren islands—protruded above 
the swirling waters, which were covered with foam. Only a few 
of the villagers were left alive, and these had just given up hope 
and were preparing themselves for death when they saw a flock
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of birds flying towards them. The birds dipped low over the wa
ter, and shed their feathers on the foam. At this the water stopped 
rising. Then the birds scattered more of their feathers on the 
foam, and the flood waters slowly began to recede down the sides 
of the mountain. (It should be noted that birds usually represent 
supernatural beings in Northwest Coast myth.) The survivors in 
the canoes cut themselves loose from their cables and put their 
trust in the waters of the flood, which were now receding quickly.

When the flood waters had gone the people returned to where 
their village had once been.

Ever since the flood, bird down, particularly the down of the 
eagle (which is a most important fact, in view of the associations 
of this bird; cf. AE 281: 2) has been a symbol of peace. At 
gatherings and feast, eagle down is blown into the air, to show 
that all there are at peace with one another. When this is not 
done, treachery may be expected.

In another version of this story, found among the Coast Tsim
shian, the village (Temlaham) is described as “the largest in the 
world,” which would seem to mean that it may be taken as a 
symbol of society as a whole. The Sky Chief was awakened by 
the children, it is said, because in those days “the heavens were 
close to the earth:” this is a typically shamanist statement, and 
could be duplicated in Asia. In this version, the children’s wan
tonness is more explicitly described: they “play at being high- 
chief,” thus mocking sacred rites. Their parents are said to have 
been as noisy by night as the children were by day. They must 
have been “noisy” in Heaven, since they were heard there, and the 
implication is one of penetration into the spiritual world.

One typical aspect of the coastal flood myths should be noted. 
The flood becomes an explanation of the origin of tribes and peo
ples, and an explanation of how they arrived where they are now. 
Thus it tends to incorporate migration legends, when these migra
tions occurred so long ago that they can only be placed in that 
vague period known as “the beginning.” When a myth says that 
the people travelled from Point A to Point B on the waters of the 
flood, it is to be understood that the people believed they or then- 
culture had come from Point A.

The age of the flood was followed by the age of the Transformer, 
which will be considered in the concluding article.

(To be continued)
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